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Mr. McFarlane: So we wanted to start off by telling you why we decided to do this and it was 
because this year, you probably have heard, about the historic designation and 
how Homewood was nominated for designation. And I was attending the 
meetings and Savannah came to one of  the meetings as well about the future 
of the neighborhood and we were really concerned about the way the history of 
North Minneapolis was being talked about. So we felt that this would be a really 
good project for us because we'd be able to learn more about the history of 
North Minneapolis and then be able to participate more as young people in the 
process of to not or to have Homewood become a historically designated 
neighborhood. Excuse me. And so our first question is, how long have you lived 
in North Minneapolis?  

Mr. McFarlane: I moved into North Minneapolis on January 3, 1973. So '73 to now. That's a long 
time. 

Amina: And was the neighborhood pretty diverse back then? 

Mr. McFarlane: I looked at it as a black neighborhood when I moved to where I live on Plymouth 
Avenue and Thomas. I live at 1223 Thomas Avenue North across from Farwell 
Park. And the people that lived in the house that I live in before me were black 
people who were active in the community. And I moved from, living with my 
wife when I moved there, from South Minneapolis and we moved with the idea 
that we're moving into a black community. So it was a community in transition, 
but the identity of the community was "this is the black community."  

Amina: Was that what attracted you about the area?  

Mr. McFarlane: Well, yes, the house that I came to, in particular, was a beautiful house, a 
beautiful place, a warm, inviting street. I live on Thomas Avenue, a beautiful 
street. It's a beautiful neighborhood, it really is.  And there's a park across the 
street for kids, you know. And so there's the bus line on the corner; my kids 
used to catch the bus when they were in kindergarten up through when they 
finished high school going to school on the city buses. And if I want to work 
downtown or go somewhere I could drive or take the city bus. So transportation 
was a positive for me. I've live what, five blocks from Wirth Park, so I would take 
my kids tobogganing in the wintertime so all my kids have stories about getting 
tossed off the toboggans, or me trying to steer the toboggan. And now they'd 
say 'he didn't know what he was doing' and 'he almost killed us,' you know, that 
kind of stuff. So, the stories that kids say about their dad taking them down to 
the hill over at Wirth Park, so I think it was a great thing. Bicycling, we rode 
bicycles a lot. My wife and I and the kids and I walked a lot through Wirth Park 
for a long time. We would walk from our house all the way to her office in 
downtown Minneapolis in the summertime and then walk home in the evening. 
So it was a nice place to be. You could do that and you're comfortable doing it. 
So I have always loved living in North Minneapolis.  
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Amina: So I think you've answered that pretty well but what has kept you living here as 
long as you have?  

Mr. McFarlane: Well, the value. I got into a house, and I started like everybody else does when 
you're young, and I think like most people, poor and no money. You've got 
education and have challenges in life, but basically broke and got a chance to 
rent a house that I was able to convert to buying it on a contract for deed and 
then eventually converting the contract for deed to a mortgage. So I'm in the 
same house that I bought. The people that I bought the house from had to 
move to Atlanta because of their job. And so they knew I was looking for a place 
to live. They said ‘why don't you take our house, it's a nice house. And just pay 
us the rent’. The rent was $137 a month. I was sending them the money. 
Everybody has hard times. They still weren't paying the rent. And before I knew 
it, the house was going to be foreclosed, I just wasn't aware because I'd been 
making my payments to them. I found out, went to the area or our local 
businessman who's a realtor, and he ended up buying the house from them. He 
bought it from them for $11,000. Right? And then he turned around and sold 
me the house for $18,000. I'm lucky. I mean, he didn't put me out, didn't kick 
me out. I rented for him. He raised the rent from maybe $137/month, what I 
was paying before, to maybe $200 a month until I was able to get financing to 
buy the house. Well, that house is worth about $400,000 today. So the house is 
the reason I was able to launch my business. The house allowed me to put my 
kids through private school, the house let me finance my lifestyle. So am I happy 
with my house? The answer's yes and it's a beautiful house. It's a beautiful 
house and I have invested in my house. My property is beautiful and I've made 
significant improvements over the years. As time goes by and you do the 
basement, then you maybe do the kitchen, then you do the outside. We've got a 
deck on it. I do garden, got a brand new garage. I've got a very, very, very nice 
property and now it's just my wife that lives there. So it's my wife and I and the 
cat. So we're cool.  

Amina: Did you live in North Minneapolis around the time of the Plymouth Riots? 

Mr. McFarlane: I did not, but I knew about the riots. The riots were what year, what year are we 
talking about?  

Amina: I believe '68, '67 maybe?  

Mr. McFarlane: '67 I was in the US Navy, I am a veteran. And from '66 to '68 I was stationed 
aboard a destroyer in Mayport or Jacksonville, Florida. My parents had moved 
from Kansas City where I was born to a small town in southern Minnesota called 
Worthington. You ever heard of Worthington, Minnesota? So that's where our 
Minnesota home is. My dad worked for a packinghouse. They closed the plant in 
Kansas City. They gave the employees a choice of moving to maybe Omaha or 
Worthington or somewhere else. My family, my dad and his brother who both 
worked for Armors Packinghouse chose Minnesota. So they moved up here and 
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when the school year was out in 1965, the family moved up. When they moved 
here, I moved south to go to school at Morehouse College. I did my freshman 
year at Morehouse. After my freshman year, I joined the Navy. I was in a reserve 
program in high school and after my freshman year I went on active duty for 
two years and at the end of say that was '66...'68 I came back to Minnesota to 
live in Worthington and to go to a community college there. The riots were in 
67. So I was aware of the riots in '68. When I came back here, '69 there was this 
student energy where black students took over Morrill Hall at the University of 
Minnesota. And I was in Worthington saying, 'wow, I wish I was in Minnesota 
because that's where the action is' because this was the Black power 
movement. And I was a Black power advocate and a believer. So I wanted to be 
in the Twin Cities where the Black power movement was. But I was at school in 
Worthington. I came up to Twin Cities in '68, the riots had already happened a 
year before and when I got here I started at the University. But I also worked 
part time at a couple of jobs. I had a job as a reporter, an intern reporter at the 
Pioneer Press. Then I had a job, at the state human rights department as an 
investigator during the day, so I worked from eight to about four at the State of 
Minnesota Human Rights Department.  

Mr. McFarlane: And then I worked from four to midnight as a reporter for the Pioneer Press. I 
had a weekend job at Dayton Hudson Corporation in downtown Minneapolis. 
And then when school started I kept all the jobs and just squeezed classwork in, 
in between the jobs. Like no lunch break, no breaks. Go to class and try to, you 
know, move around and work hours a little bit to be able to do school. So I did 
school. So that's what I did. The riots happened. So the closest I came to that 
then was being a reporter for the Pioneer Press and also as a student editor of a 
University of Minnesota magazine called Random magazine. I reached out and 
did an interview with a guy name Matt Eubanks. Matt Eubanks was the master, 
a theoretician of the black power movement here in North Minneapolis, The 
Eubanks boys, those brothers came here from St. Louis in '65, '66, '64 and they 
set up here. And they were intellectuals but activists and I think they probably 
were Black Panthers or in the mind and mold of the Black Panther party. They 
were activists, militants. They believed in self-defense and they created a 
grocery store business on Plymouth Avenue on the corner of Plymouth and 
Oliver. But most of all they did was community organizing, telling black people 
we need to stand up for our rights, demand fair treatment, in public 
accommodations demand public access. We could demand jobs. We need to 
demand a fair treatment by the police department and equal representation. 
And think about taking control of our space and running for offices and things 
like that. So I did a major story on Matthew Eubanks and his family's movement 
from St. Louis to Minnesota. And that was my first direct connection with the 
movement here but the riots had already taken place at that time. That was 
maybe '68, '69 when I first started at the university, before I moved to North 
Minneapolis in '73.  

 Amina: Did you see the negative effects of the riots? 
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Mr. McFarlane: I did. I saw Plymouth Avenue. When I first started coming into North 
Minneapolis, Plymouth Avenue had been burned out and stores and businesses 
were abandoned, vacant lots were there. 

Amina: And were they black owned businesses?   

Mr. McFarlane: No, they were white businesses, I think. They were not black owned businesses. 
The only Black owned business I ever saw on Plymouth Ave was Skip's Barbecue 
and I caught maybe the last day or two or a month or to a year of his existence 
on Plymouth Avenue. But what Skip did is moved his business to 1729 Lyndale, 
just around the corner. You know what's there now, right? That's the mosque. 
So the mosque used to be a barbecue joint. 

Amina: Right across from Cub? 

Mr. McFarlane: Across from Cub Foods, around the corner here. So that used to be Skip's 
Barbecue and then after Skip died his family didn't continue the businesses. 
Harry Davis' son bought the building and opened it up as Rick's and that lasted 
for a while. It was kind of a meeting place and hang out in a good restaurant. 
And then after that, that closed out and I think eventually the Muslim 
community bought it and turned it into a mosque and that's what it is today. A 
lot of history though. So what do I know about Plymouth Avenue and about 
North Minneapolis? I know the story because I interviewed Spike Moss, you 
know Spike Moss right? So I've talked to him a number of times. And I read all 
the newspapers and the accounts of  the days that there was the conflict on 
Plymouth Avenue. So I wasn't there, but I feel like I know it because I read it and 
I followed it closely. And I remember reading about Charles Stenvig, the mayor. I 
think Stenvig was the mayor, who was the mayor? Maybe I'm not remembering 
properly. I remember pictures of police lining up on Plymouth Avenue and 
young people staring them down.  

Amina: So similar to what you see today?  

Mr. McFarlane: That's exactly what it was and the police with the shields and their batons 
walking through and busting people up. So I didn't see that that's what's the 
reportage was back in the day. And I know that there were some meetings 
where the governor and the mayor called the young people and the community 
leaders, the elders, and they have a meeting, I think it was in either North 
Commons Park or down on Oak Park behind Phillis Wheatley. But there was a 
big community meeting and the young people said 'were mad and we're tired 
and we're not taking it no more.' So young people stood up and they said, 'we're 
not afraid of y'all.' Because the idea back then was that, you know, black people 
should always back up, step down, talk low, and get out of white folks' way.  
And so that's kind of the energy that was around, even though in the 
neighborhood, because you had white people who were at North High School 
that grew up in and around black people, there still was a, I think, a double 
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standard and an expectation, maybe more so out of the community than within. 
People who were in the neighborhood sort of adopted the neighborhood 
culture and they appreciated, you know, the rich relationships they had inside 
the community. But white people outside of the community looked down on 
black people and white people in the community and would always try to keep 
that separation going, that's what I think.  

Amina: And what could you tell us about the white flight and how, you touched on it 
just now, but the energy towards black people that were moving in? Were there 
white families left that were acting in negative and rude ways towards the black 
people that were moving into the neighborhood?  

Mr. McFarlane: The question is whether there were whites who acted negatively? 

Amina: Yeah, was there an energy of towards Black people?  

Mr. McFarlane: Not directly. I think there was an arrogant dismissiveness and so white people 
operated, and do operate still, with the sense that they control everything and 
they create private networks and private meetings. You have meetings with 
blacks and whites. We used to say this back in the day, they have the meeting 
before the meeting. Then we have our public meeting and then when we leave, 
they have their finish up meeting and they make their decisions on what they're 
going to do and we're not in that decision. So that's a practice that I observe 
that they have. Now whether they actually do that, you know, maybe I'm giving 
them too much credit, but I think that has been the case. And the sense of the 
people in my generation is that we know there is almost an unspoken 
relationship between the whites where they all feel like ‘they have to be 
controlled’ and their job is to keep black people sort of at the margin or under 
control or managed. And that's part of this philosophy that allows whites to say, 
'I'm not the one. I didn't do slavery. I supported your people, but you have to go 
slow. You can't have things overnight.' My generation said, 'oh, hell no. We 
want freedom and we want it now and we're not asking you for it. We're telling 
ourselves and telling the world that we demand, expect, and we will fight for 
our freedom, for our voices to be heard.' That's what I think was the 
environment from my point of view. And I perceive and present myself, I look at 
myself as an activist and as a person committed to the notion of black 
consciousness. Black consciousness means I recognize my value as a human 
being and I deny the tendency or I deny the practice of diminishing any other 
human being's value. Black consciousness means I respect every human being, 
in every culture. But I respect my culture first and I demand that my culture be 
respected among the cultures of the world. I demand my voice be perceived 
and accepted as valid and as genuine. And I demand the right to articulate, to 
say who I am and what is important to me. I recognize that things don't have to 
go my way all the time, but everything is always up for negotiation and I 
demand that my voice, my interests are at the table of decision.  
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Mr. McFarlane: So that's where the challenge. So even among our liberal friends and our 
neighbors, you have people who are white who have a paternalistic attitude 
about black people. They feel they know black people better than black people 
and they know what's better for us and that they feel that progress for us is 
being like them. I don't want to be white. I'm not white, don't want to be white. 
I want to be me. I'm a black man, you know, and I want to be a black man 
because I am a black man and I'm proud of that. And so I don't have to seek 
approval of white people to be myself. In fact, I know that to the degree that I 
declare that I am not seeking your approval, they take that as a hostile act and 
they will work to try to diminish or detract from what I do. My work and my 
power to make things happen for me and my community as I see it. So they are 
used to this idea that they are all powerful and that what I should do is come 
and ask them, 'is it OK? What do you think?' I don't ask them. I'm not interested. 
What I know is what I want as a father. I know what I want for my children, my 
neighbors, my neighborhood, including them. I want opportunity, fairness. I 
want respect, right? And I don't have to ask them for that. I have to model it by 
how I live and what I do and I say, but I also have to defend against any 
encroachment on my sense of who I am. And what white people do too often, 
not as individuals, but it's individuals operating in the context of their culture 
and the culture is called white supremacy. They feel comfortable saying and 
doing things that reflect a structure that minimizes the value of my life. Black 
lives matter. I'm here to say, and my life says and your life, says our lives matter, 
period. Not negotiable. We negotiate everything, but our dignity is not 
negotiable.  

Mr. McFarlane: So what does it mean for the neighborhood? So I was involved in and trying to 
organize the Willard-Homewood Organization for a while. So here's the history. 
I started Insight by going to the Willard-Homewood Organization, Northside 
Residents Redevelopment Council, Hawthorne and Jordan Neighborhood 
Associations. I went to them asking them to use money out of their community 
development block grants to support my desire to create a business, to create a 
community-based newspaper, Insight News. I started Insight as a magazine. I 
worked for a printing company in Northeast Minneapolis called Graphic 
Services. I told my boss, you know, you print trade magazines like, Diet Journal, 
one called Midwest Motor Transport, one called Purchasing Management, so 
you print magazines. I'm a journalist, I'm a writer, active in the community, I'm 
black. Can you let me start a magazine for my neighborhood? I live in North 
Minneapolis and there's a need for black people to be able to tell their story, for 
us to tell our story and to project an image of us that is not an image based on 
deficiency, on inability, on poverty, all the negative descriptors.  

Mr. McFarlane: We are more than that. But if you read about us in the white press, it's always 
we're on the problem side. So what do you mean by that? If you had to go in 
1973 and look at, back then they'd have society pages, right? And society pages 
would be who's getting married, you know, who's going to debutante balls, stuff 
like that.  
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Amina: They had that in the newspaper? 

Mr. McFarlane: Yeah, they used to have pages called society. And so you dropped in from Mars 
and you say ‘what's going on in this area?’ Look at the paper, life was great for 
white people. Society is white. Oh look, black people on the ground facing the 
gutter. A knee in his neck, in cuffs, right? So everything they print and showed 
about black people, it was about a deficiency and negative criminality. Right? So 
they create this image of us to them, but their reach is so big, that’s why it's 
called mass media, we get it too. And the story we learn about ourselves 
through white people's eyes is a story that makes us scared of being us. So 
what's your sister's name? Or brother's name? Aaliyah. So all of a sudden you 
read something about Aaliyah in the paper and you grew up with Aaliyah. She's 
your oldest sister, younger sister. But because the paper has that kind of power 
to shape your mind, you start saying, 'Aaliyah, why did you do that?' You know, 
you start doubting Aaliyah when it was a lie, right? And so they create this 
image of us that makes us doubt ourselves and make us distrust ourselves and 
make us believe that truth actually emanates from the white mind, white spirit, 
and white culture. That's called white supremacist thought. And it's part in 
parcel of the entire structural and cultural arrangement. That is our enemy, 
period. So I created my business to create a voice that challenges supremacist 
thinking in white people and that encourages critical thinking in all people, 
including black people, right?  

Mr. McFarlane: That's what I'm doing. So then I started Insight by going to the neighborhood 
associations and they agreed to buy advertisements, so we launched the paper. 
And over the years we grew with paper from being a Northside paper to being 
in Northeast Minneapolis, South Minneapolis and St. Paul. We're the largest 
ethnic newspaper in Minnesota now. And I believe the leader in the ethnic 
press. I convene and organize and support Black, Asian, Latino, Native American 
media in an association we have called the Minnesota Multicultural Media 
Consortium. But as a resident of North Minneapolis, I've tried to work with 
neighborhoods, your grandma and others to say, ‘let's keep the Willard-
Homewood Organization back alive’, keep it going again because it was 
important to me. It was formative in the creation of Insight News number one, 
but also this question of gentrification has been around for a long time. The 
changing neighborhood where more of our people are moving out and more 
whites are moving in. Well, I have no problem with whites moving in. I think my 
attitude is openness and we need good people, period, wherever they come 
from. But what we don't need is policies that force our people out and what we 
don't need is a situation where our people who are here cannot find a job, 
cannot work. And so there's a debate about, you know, why is there so much 
unemployment in the black community? And is it because there's no 
transportation and people can't get out to where the jobs are? Well, when a 
businessman said, why not bring the jobs here so people can walk to work?  
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Mr. McFarlane: And a businessman that did that was a guy named Beck Hornton. Beck Hornton 
opened up a business called Microtron down here on Washington Avenue, had 
it for 10-12 years and sold it. He died. But he demonstrated you could create 
businesses for black people and employ black people. You drive by his parking 
lot and you'd see 30-40 cars. People driving nice new shiny cars. People having 
the income to pay their rent, to buy houses, to feed their kids, send their kids to 
Catholic school or private school or public school or whatever. But people had 
jobs and wanted to work and do work. But the jobs were here in the 
neighborhood. Stair Step Foundation tried to create a manufacturing business 
on the corner of 10th and James, there’s a big warehouse over there now that 
somebody bought. But they tried to create a business that would employ 200-
300 black people who live in North Minneapolis and it worked for a bit but 
couldn't sustain itself. I was part of the ownership of that building where Dairy 
Queen is. That started off as, well it's not a Dairy Queen now, it's a Burger King. 
But it started as a Dairy Queen and I was one of the investors in that with Stair 
Step. Also was part of investing in what was Tires Plus. Tires Plus is now a shoe 
store, on this corner up here. I invested in a housing project where the 
Riverview Supper Club used to be. You might not know the Riverview, you're 
probably too young.  

 Amina: My dad had his graduation party there, that's the only reason I know of it.  

Mr. McFarlane: OK. So there's housing up there now. So the point is I have continued to and still 
continue to invest. I love this neighborhood by invest in it. The challenge has 
been how do we make sure that our people talk to each other and decide that 
we can work together and make things happen. And that if we don't do that, 
people that are coming to the neighborhood will organize and they'll organize 
us out of the neighborhood. That's the issue. That's the challenge. None of that 
says that people shouldn't come. What I'm saying is that we need to make sure 
that people who are here have a chance to live and enjoy quality of life and 
have jobs and have good health and good transportation and good schools and 
safe community. So those are my concerns. I'm long winded.  So tell me when to 
shut up.  

 Amina: No, this is great! So has Insight's relationship with North Minneapolis always 
been a good and strong relationship? Have people always been receptive of the 
newspaper?  

Mr. McFarlane: I believe the community has, businesses have not been particularly receptive. 
We make our living by selling advertising and part of it is black and white, part is 
not. Part of it is just being a small business in a big business environment, right? 
So two things. One is I do knock on doors up and down West Broadway. I've 
worn out a dozen pairs of shoes walking up and down Broadway saying, 'yeah, 
will you buy an ad? Will you buy an ad?' And then I hired other people to wear 
out shoes up and down the street. And so some would say, you know, these are 
all small businesses. They don't have the money to advertise.  
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Mr. McFarlane: That could be true, that could not be true. But I think there are more businesses 
coming back now and I think that the awareness in the business community 
now is different from what it was before. The new young black entrepreneurs 
are conscious and they recognize the value of black people doing business with 
black people. Black people doing business with black people doesn't mean we 
don't do business with everybody else, but we make an effort to make sure that 
we create an economy that we all benefit from collectively. So I worked extra 
hard to reach out to black owned businesses in North Minneapolis and I cut 
whatever deals I have to. Say, look, you need to be in my paper, we need to 
work together. Whatever I have to do to work with you I'm willing to do and I 
want you to have the same attitude, whatever you need to do to work with me, 
work with me. Because we have to have each other, that's what I think. And 
that doesn't mean I don't work with everybody else in the community, but I 
think I have a special obligation to connect with black owned businesses, 
entrepreneurs, and to encourage and support a black business growth. Black 
businesses hire black people. That's how it works. So if we want to solve the 
problem of unemployment in the black community, we're gonna create men, 
women, young people that create businesses that hire 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, a 
hundred people. That way you start solving the problem of unemployment in 
our community.  

Amina: Could you tell us more? We read your article that you wrote about Prince. And 
you mentioned the community center, The Way. Could you tell us more about 
that? 

Mr. McFarlane: I can tell you what I know. I just know that my wife, Bobbi, and Prince used to 
ride the bus together. So Prince used to get off on Russell, right? Sheridan, 
Russell? Russell, where he lived with Bernadette Anderson and André Simone 
and André's mom. So Prince and André were like brothers, cousins, right. So, 
Prince hung out, pretty much lived there and he would ride the bus to Central 
and South Minneapolis and ride it home. And my wife would be riding the bus 
to her job downtown and ride home. So she'd see him on the bus and see him 
coming back and she'd tell me, ‘I see him all the time, just a kid sitting by 
himself, afro that big, you know and looking out the window, in his thoughts.’ 
He'd be thinking, right. And so then, I would see him when he was playing with 
Grand Central Station, I think. I don't know if he played with them at all or not. 
That was one of the bands was around. And the first time I really was aware of 
Prince a lot was when he played for that first album he had up at the Capri. You 
know anything about that at all? His initial album might have been called, I can't 
remember the name of it. But it was hot. Hot and sexy Prince, as a kid. He, you 
know, probably came out in leotards and a bikini, unheard of in North 
Minneapolis at that time. And it was a family theatre but that's just Prince, 
right? And he played, he could play, he was just good.  
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Mr. McFarlane The Way, through Spike Moss's leadership, was a powerhouse of producing 
black talent. So not only Prince trained there through people like Bobby Lyle, 
but Sunny Thompson, Gary Hines. You know who Gary Hines is? Gary Hines is 
the founder of Sounds of Blackness. Remember them, Sounds of Blackness? 
They're national, they're global. They're based out of here, came out of here. 
Gary was associated with them and Sabathani Community Center Drum and 
Bugle Corp called Sabanthanites. So a lot of musicians would come out of The 
Way. They would have jam sessions and events in the summertime, especially 
Juneteenth and family day. And present different local acts and they would just 
get good and Spike Moss would take them on the road to travel. And they'd 
make money performing around the Midwest. And Prince was in that group, 
that's what I know about that. I know about his professional development after 
he formed his first bands and started playing up at the Capri and places around 
town. But Prince was an amazing cat. And not just Prince. Next door to me, 
where I live now, it's a guy named Jimmy Williams and Jimmy Williams was in a 
band called Flight Time. Flight Time became The Time and in back of my house, 
on the corner of...I'm on Thomas, so Upton. At the corner of Plymouth and 
Upton, that's where Ray Island lived. Ray Island, his son's David Island. They call 
him Batman. David Island was the horn player with Flight Time. Flight Time 
became The Time, right. So they'd practice over there, you know, for years. They 
had a big bus called the Flight Time bus and they would either park next door to 
my house at Jimmy's house or parked over in front of Ray's house on Upton 
Avenue. We'd see them all the time and everybody was comfortable and knew 
that these guys were just totally, totally dedicated to their music and they all 
believed they're going somewhere and they did. They did, yeah.  

 Amina: And in what other ways have you seen North Minneapolis fostering the talent 
that was in the community? And I mean all of the arts: music, visual art... 

Mr. McFarlane: I think what Kenna Cottman is doing, I think what your grandma's doing in 
getting kids together over the park across from my house. I think people like 
Coach Larry Mackenzie over at North, doing phenomenal stuff working with 
kids. I think people like even the, what's his name? Brett Buckner, North High. 
Brett and a hardcore group of North High graduates fought to keep North High 
alive and bring it back. And they were successful because they were going to 
shut the school down. So they fought to keep it alive. I think there are people 
who really know the value of community, that they are angry about this 
violence that we have. That's a problem that we have to address, but the 
violence and that part of our community that is ill and hurting itself doesn't 
define who we are. We're not that. That's a part of this experience, you know, 
and it's negative and hurtful that young people have been caught up in violence 
and/or drugs or whatever else is out there. But that is not the sum total of our 
existence and we are much greater and much bigger. And I think that we've got 
a great community and great people, so I don't get bent out of shape at the Star 
Tribune stories about how bad it is, how dangerous it is, you know.  
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Mr. McFarlane: And I'm not saying be unaware because you could be in danger anywhere, just a 
car going out of control, you know. Road rage, somebody from the suburbs is 
mad, kills a black woman because they cut off her car. Happens everywhere, 
cops under stress, scared, jumpy, kill a guy, right? You know, so there's all this 
tension going on in the community. But we are not limited to or defined by that. 
I believe we have an opportunity and a right to, and I think what you're doing is 
a movement in that direction. I applaud you for doing this documentation that 
you're doing, talking to the people. You are encouraging our people to reflect on 
who we are, where we have come from, and where we still have to go. And I 
think in doing so you're getting a picture in your mind of what your role is going 
to be and moving our community and moving humanity forward. I believe that 
as a people, we bring great gifts to existence and to humanity and we simply 
have to learn to recognize the gifts that we have and applaud and celebrate and 
elevate us so that we operate at the highest level and with the best part of our 
spirit and our mind. We're ordinary human beings. Each of us is capable of being 
stupid, lazy, sick, drugged out, you know, a failure, never respected. That's what 
a human being can be. But that same human being can be righteous, can be 
truthful, can be honest, can be productive, hard-working, and can be a 
contributing member of society. And that capacity exists in all of us. It's not just 
us negative because we're black, not just them positive because they're white. 
That's a lie. All of us have the same capacity to do everything in the spectrum of 
life. Our job as a community is to figure out how we continue to identify and call 
forth the best that we have for ourselves and for each other. That's what I think.  

Mr. McFarlane: I think this community has been described as a ground zero for a teenage 
communicable diseases like STDs and for HIV and things like that. Ground Zero 
for all the disparities that you see around health, like diabetes and heart and 
obesity, etc. We are ground zero for unemployment. That's a disparity. We're 
ground zero for loss of wealth. Our people are renting, we're not buying. And a 
lot of people who bought homes, lost homes in the last downturn in the 
economy. Some say that wasn't an accident, that was the way of ringing us out 
of the economy, like we were benefiting and we were growing wealth. But a lot 
of people got upside down in their mortgages. They're trying to move and make 
things happen and didn't have the footing. And when society itself squeezed 
everybody, our people got shook off the ladder, off the wealth ladder back to 
below zero. And so we have to rebuild that again. We lost a lot of wealth in the 
black community during that recession. Having said that, it happened, but that's 
not who we are. We can rebuild. And we have to take a bigger look at history, at 
the arc of history. I read one of the, I forgot who said it, but the arc of history 
bends towards justice. So we operate with the idea that in the context of 
history, freedom and justice that we seek is a foregone conclusion. We have to 
stay the course and look forward and work for it and believe it. The second thing 
is that, so we can get fixated. You teach a kid to ride a bicycle, right? You might 
have been in the park first time riding and there's a tree. It's a big park, one 
tree, watch out for the street, right?  
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Mr. McFarlane: So you ride and all of a sudden it's like the bicycle is steering you towards that 
tree and so you end up out of fear or whatever. You know? That's nature – the 
suggestion that you hit the tree almost compels you to hit the tree. And so now 
the narrative in our community is a narrative about all these disparities. All 
these health problems, all the gang problems, all of that drug problems, all the 
wealth problems. And so if that's the narrative, it’s easy to get caught up and 
locked into that and to say, 'there's no way out. Boy this is terrible, what are we 
going to do? Let me get out of here. Let me go to Brooklyn Center. Or go to 
Chicago, Detroit, anywhere but here because this place was hopeless.' But that's 
not true. This place is not hopeless. And the proper way to look at where we are 
and who we are is to say, 'hmm, we are at a moment of great opportunity.' 
Every problem is an opportunity. Every problem is a situation in search of a 
solution.  

Mr. McFarlane: We need to recast ourselves into seeing ourselves as solution providers. As a 
people, what we do, we solve problems and we make money doing it. Our 
business is problem solving. We need to begin to see ourselves as business 
people. How do we create an identity so that when the world sees you or you or 
you walking down the street they say 'oh, those people. They're business 
people. That's what they do.' They know us for that. So we have to develop this 
idea that we should live our lives in a way and do things in a way that, number 
one, we reflect what it is to be business minded, to be ethical, to be fair, to be 
conscientious and to be results oriented. And that we live our lives in a way that 
because we are doing this internally driven, it shows externally. And when 
people see us, that's what they see. They don't see a druggie. They don't see a 
bum. They don't see a loafer, a handout person. And if they see that person, 
they know that person is the exception, not the rule. Because everybody can 
have a bad day. Everybody can fail, everybody can be a crook, mental illness, 
right? But that's not who we are. So we need to figure out how to create a 
conversation, change the narrative so that our people see ourselves as 
productive, forward-moving, capable, problem-solving people. And problem 
solving with the intent that we recognize that revenue streams associated with 
solving problems. If there are all these disparities here, I say opportunity. How 
do we turn these disparities into revenue? How do we make money by solving 
the problem? How do we fix our community and in the fixing of our community 
and create wealth for us as fixtures of our community? What if we figured out a 
way so that everybody that's unemployed had a job helping somebody who 
needed help. Because in the new economy coming into the future, automation 
and robotics will replace a lot of physical labor. So what will people do? How we 
do leisure is going to be redefined. I mean, if there's no need for you to stamp 
out widgets at the factory, what are you gonna do and how are you gonna get 
paid? So maybe there is a need for you to work for a 48 year old or an 84 year 
old who can't get around. And you get paid a livable wage helping that one 
person or those three people and those five people that need help. That can't, 
you know, because of their age or because whatever they need help. What if we 
figure out a way to fund our people helping our people?  
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Mr. McFarlane: You create an economy, that's idea. That's a thought. So, what am I saying? 
What if we looked at creating North Minneapolis as a place where we invest in 
training, knowledge and resources to turn our neighborhood from ground zero 
and health disparities, to turn our neighborhood into what's called a blue zone. 
You know what the Blue Zone Movement is? Look it up. Look it up. Blue Zones, a 
guy in town here wrote about identifying certain neighborhoods and 
communities around the globe where people live to be a hundred years old. 
What did he say? Let's establish a goal. You guys in your twenties, nineteens and 
twenties now, right? Teens and twenties, probably. Early twenties or not yet? So 
y'all not even 20. What if y'all decided that you are going to study and come up 
with a business plan and business models and ideas that by the time you are a 
47, North Minneapolis will be the healthiest community in Minnesota. Virtually 
no diabetes, virtually no obesity because people are eating healthy. Virtually no 
coronary disease because people are exercising, they're walking, they're 
bicycling. Virtually no unemployment, everybody's got a job. Virtually no 
poverty because people have the assets they need to buy their homes and those 
homes appreciate in value and they take the value of the asset like I have in my 
house. And over time you put your kids through the best schools that you chose 
for them and then you have money to invest in opening your business and you 
also create jobs in the community. So what if you decide that you're going to 
change this? Our neighborhood is going to be a shining star. Our people are 
going to be the definition of quality, excellent living among human beings. And 
we're not doing this because we believe we're better. We're doing this because 
we believe that's the way it should be and we have a right to demonstrate that 
it's doable. And that we can do it. If it can be done, we can do it. That's what I 
think. And I think North Minneapolis is the place. I think this community and the 
people who are here and you guys in particular, we can make this happen. I 
believe that.  

Amina: Do you think that there are issues with the way the history in North Minneapolis 
has been presented to the outside community and to people within the 
community itself?  

Mr. McFarlane: I think there's this stereotypical, you know, rough stereotype. The Northside is a 
dangerous place as a place that's disrespectful. It's dirty, you know where 
people are out of control. And I think they're over generalizations that served 
somebody else's interests that don't serve ours. So I think we have to resist the 
idea that our communities are bad places and we have to do something 
different.   

Amina: How do you think we as young people can change the way people see North 
Minneapolis and how it's presented to other communities in Minnesota and 
how can we change the way people in this community sees themselves?  
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Mr. McFarlane: I think you have the most powerful tool on the planet right now, that's social 
media. And you all are masters of social media. You understand the technology, 
it's second nature to you. You breathe and you live with. So I got a three year 
old grandson and when he comes up, that's what he's doing. I said, 'what are 
you doing?' He said, 'go away grandpa', you know? So he's into it. He's like you 
all times 10. You all are in. He's really into it. And so the point is, you all have the 
ability and this fearlessness, you are not afraid of technology and you have the 
ability to use this technology to communicate a different story about who we 
are to ourselves and to the planet. That's what you are going to do. You're going 
to rewrite the story, going to change the narrative and what you're going to 
present is our truth. And our truth will prevail. That's what I believe, so I have 
total and complete confidence in young people and in black people in particular, 
young black people. I think that you have a mission and a purpose that is 
absolutely essential, not only for our people, but for human beings. The gifts 
that you have, my job is to protect it, to grow it and create pathways. My job is 
to be a launching pad and your job is to find the Al McFarlane and then stand on 
our heads and jump, leap, you know. Leap into the future and create a future 
knowing that where you go, you're going with intent, with purpose and that you 
will succeed in redefining what it is to be a human being and in creating liberty, 
justice and freedom for all human beings on the entire planet. That's what I 
think. I think I expect a vision emerging out of you that is both global and local 
at the same time. It's practical. It's about this neighborhood, but it's also this 
neighborhood and the context of every neighborhood on Planet Earth. I expect 
the vision emerging out of you that also, you know, looks at our relationship to 
the environment to resources like water, clean air, health, and what it means to 
be responsible, you know. How to teach and encourage people to be 
responsible and you do it by being it yourself, first of all. So I'm excited for 
young people, excited because the technology for the future. I think that you're 
going to connect with, our legacy and our history.  

Mr. McFarlane: So I'm into DNA genealogy. I've done the swabs. I know what my mother's line is 
and what my father's line is. One of my goals is to keep connecting with people 
that I'm connected to via DNA, distant relatives. I think that you all are going to 
do that as well. I think that as you do that, you will reconnect that which they 
attempted to sever and destroy. But the memory of who we are, it's in our DNA 
and the DNA research will reconnect you to who you are in the context of both 
antiquity and eternity. And, you will not be limited by what other people try to 
say you are. And who they say you are, you will be a reflection of your own truth 
and that truth is reflected in your bloodline from beginning of time, right? From 
the creation. You here today are the latest moment of the creation of humanity. 
Existence flows through you. Your life matters, each of you. So I think that the 
DNA, the knowledge, the technology will allow you to see how and where 
you're connected all across the planet and by connections you make 
relationships and you build communities, you build society. You protect 
neighborhoods and you protect countries, protect cultures, and protect life 
itself. That's what I think. You'll move us away from the brink of annihilation and 
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the potential for a total annihilation because you'll be reasonable and you 
understand how valuable and precious life is. And how our lives are valuable 
too. I can go on and on and on. I will stop there with that.  

 


